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guided or semi-guided expansion joints.
Slip type joints for service above ground
and underground where occasional inspection
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MULTIPLE
DIAPHRAGM VAR/ATOR
Far pressures 11p ta 400
lbs. am/ ttmptrafl,rn IJ 750
d,gms Fahre11htit.

Variators-the packless expansion joints
- for use in underground installations where
permanently efficient service without attention is desired .....
Expansion .Joints for high pressures,
high temperatures, and for low pressures,
low temperatures ... for every size pipe line
and every purpose ... .
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Latest EDISON plan to supply Steam
for Boston Business Section

That, plus ADSCO's 50-year record of
building dependable pipe line equipment,
warrants your investigating ADSCO Expansion .Joints for use in repairs to old
systems and in the installation of new.
Complete Literature on request .
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ADSCO SEMI-GUIDED
EXPANSION JOINT
Far 4, 6, 8, 10 a11d
11-inch traverse, 115 and 250
lbs. pressure. Extensively ,md
itJ steam lines whtrt externai
;_uzde 11 not rtquirtd.
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.ADSCO SINGLE VARI.ATOR, MODEL O - Far
pmsures up ta 50 lbs. Has
travm, of 1 %• which takes
cart of 60 fw of line. Has
service outlet and anchorat,e.

'
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Vuw af Basta11 Busmns Dutr,ct ta
s:rved by n,w H,atmt, Pla11t

ADSCO DOUBLE VARI.ATOR, MODEL P - Far
pmsures up ta 115 lbs. Has
tor al 1ravtr1t •/ 2 inches.
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HE most recent step in the
growth of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company's District Heating Service
is a new central steam heating plant
with a capacity sufficient to supply the
business district.
Watching the progress of this utility,
one can only speculate on the possibilities ahead for its district heating
service which has been in operation in
Boston since 1887.

In the year 1887 steam had
been supplied to properties adjoining the steamplants of the
Edison Company. Additional
plants were acquired from time to
time until last year there were ten in
operation in downtown Boston. Before 1922 no effort had been made to
connect these plants. It was necessary
to keep them in continuous operation
throughout the year, although during
the summer or non-heating period the
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total demand upon the combined system
might well have been carried by one
of the plants. This condition, together
with a growing demand for steam
service, gave rise to consideration of
the possibilities of connecting the stations by underground mains.
In the winter of 1922-23 five plants
were interconnected. More mains were
added and now the cen plants arc operating together on a common distribution
system . Early in 1928 the Edison Company entered into an agreement with
the Boston & Maine Railroad co supply
the entire steam and electric requirements of the North Station and associated buildings, buying from the
railroad company the boiler plane
located at Minot and Nashua Streets
and installing the necessary mains in
Nashua and Causeway Streets.
Downtown the steam heating business had been confined for years co the
district between Boylston and Winter
Scrcccs, but an extensive study of the
possibilities led the company to seek
permission of the Public Utilities Commission to engage in the sale of steam
on a large scale. To replace the fourteen
or more small steam planes which were
being operated, the new plant at Kneeland a'nd Utica Streets was designed.
There sream will be generated, co be
fed through a network of underground pipes from four to sixteen
inches in diameter, to the buildings
which will be served. The under·
ground work done in Tremont Street
last summer, from Winter to Beacon
Streets, was an extension of the pipe
line to a point from which it can be
readily extended to the State House,
if it is decided to heat that building from
the dis trice heating plant. The extension
permitted the serving of King's Chapel
and the Park Street Church. Since that
time underground work was installed
in Bedford, Chauncy, Devonshire Streets
and Winthrop Square, Federal and
Franklin Streets.
The system of installing the mains is
interesung. In the open trench a hollow
tile under-drain is laid in crushed stone
to take care of the drainage of surface
waters. Upon the crushed stone a foundation of concrete is laid and on this

foundation the pipe is installed with its
necessary anchor supports and service
connections. All joints are made by the
oxy-acctylcnc welding process. The:
steam pipe is covered with two layers of
asbestos insulation, having a thickness
of three inches. This is covered with a
roofingpapcrwhich is chc:n waterproofed.
Several types of conduit have: been
used co encase the: steam mains. The
first mains installed by the Edison company were encased in an envelope built
up of multi-cell vitrified tile, plastered
with mortar to provide protection
against seepage:. In some: of the: later
construction the multi-cell tile has been
omitted and the pipes encased in a solid
concrete envelope. A free: air space: is
left between the covc:rinf and the outer
casing. Construction o this type was
used lase summer and this summer in
Kneeland Street,Harrison Avenue, Milk
Street and Summer Street, with the possibility also of mains being installed in
Lincoln, Kingston and South Streets.
The new central heating station will
have an ultimate capacity of approxi(Continwed on page 7)

MARIEMONT-the Beautiful
Adopts District Heating as One of First Requisites
in Perfect Village Plan
NCE in a great while, out of the
suburban nightmare developments, blossoms a community
of genuine beauty. Just once in a while,
mind you, for in the development of
such a community, those back of the:
project must have some purpose beyond
profits - some objective entirely removed from the: converting of so much
land into so much cash.
They must be, like Mary M. Emery,
in whose mind Mariemont, Ohio, was
born; lovers of humanity, philanthropic, artistic and ac che same time:,
r.rue geniuses of business. A difficult
and rare combination to find.
Her purpose in creating this garden
spot just outside of Cincinnati is exemplified by a message which she
once: sent to all Mariemont. "Good
momi11g! I.r the sun a little brighter there in
Marie111011t? Is the air a little fresher? Is
your home a little s11Jeeter? Is your house1/Jork some11Jhat easier? And the childrm?
Do yo11 feel safer about them? Are their faces
a bit ruddier, their legs a lmte sturdier? Do
they laugh and play a little louder in
Mariemont? Thm I am collfent.''
With interests such as these to guide
its develor.ment, Mariemont has grown
into a village of unusual character.
Whether the home you purchase then:

O

cost nine: or twenty-five thousand, it is
artistically designed, well-built, and
out of the shadow of its neighbor.
Wide open spaces, lawns and gardens
are in evidence everywhere. Beautiful
parks, schools and recreational facilities
arc generously provided and all carefully
designed to harmonize with the critically created architectural and landscaping
plans.
In the: painstaking attention given
co every detail which might enhance
the livableness and beauty of Mariemont, nothing seems co have been overlooked.
All telephone and electric
light lines arc laid below ground and
the major part of the village is heated
from a District Heating plant. The
absence of furnaces, coal and ash
service, and the resulting cleanliness
arc deemed a feature: point among
Mariemont advantages.
See how the: subject is treated in
literature on this modern village ....
"In winter, heat - steady, dependable:,
day and night, and so automatic you
can leave: it for a month. Your dinner
cooks while: you attend a matinee:. A
speedy car housed in your basement,
where yesterday you would have stored
your coal. No furnace, no coal, no
smoke, no ashes, no dirt, no work, no
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were selected co provide for pipe expansion and contraction.
A DSC:O
Red Diamond Brand Casing was used
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under-dr.tinage char would c.irrv off
all surface water.
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The: hearing plane itself is a splendid
\
srrucrurc:, and may wc:11 he: regarded as a
model for service in a commu111rv of
chis size:. Scc:am is supplied ar a bi)tlc:r
pressure: of sc:vc:n pounds, which rc:srs
,.r
proved ro be: more: than adc:quarc: ro ___/
deli\'c:r src:am co the: end of the linc:, .--i;\
more: rhan a mile: and a half away.
h,p
Mariemont is beautiful. Jes parks,
schools, go! f courses, tennis courts, \
and rhesparklingLicclc: Miami Ri\'er :z--=makc: ir almo c irresistible: to chc: ~ ..
homc:_lovc:r. Bue, it is . significant
rh.1t 1rs founders contrived to
t5ii."'!', ,.1~ .
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dang er from fire, no worry. You have
heat instantly where you wane it,
when you want it."
The District Heating System was
designed by Fay, Spafford and Thorndyk
of Boston m collaboration with the
Engineering Department of the American District Steam Company.
The
system is of ample size and capacity
co cake care of the expanding needs of
the village.
Because of the unconventional plotting of the community in park style,
rather than in the orthodox block
pattern, the installation may be regarded as unusual and inrerescing.
In the first installation work, over
11,000 feet of steam main was laid.

Since then approximately 3500 feet have
been added with further additions in
prospect.
The size of these mJins r.rnges from
12 inches at the power house:, ro 2 •
pipe for the: service line: to the: buildings.
For the first few hundred feet from
the power house, the steam line is suspended fifteen feet in the air ... and
provides some notable differences from
the usual type of aerial work. A runway
of heavy planking 2 feet wide was
placed on top of a line of concrete:
pillars. On chis planking, was laid the
casing covered pipe. Over rhc: casing,
and held away from it by half inch
wood stringers was placed a galvanized
iron hood. All joints in the hood were:
soldered.
This aerial line terminates in the: side
of a hill, and from there travels upward to the plateau on which the
village is located. From chat poinr,
it fans ouc in many hranches to all parts
of the village.
The Mariemont steam line is laid at
an average depth of SY2 feet which was
decided to be best suited co the local
conditions as well as to provide trenches
for utilities installing ~as, elecrric1cy
and water at the same rime.
Wrought iron pipe was used throughout the enrire insrallacion; and to
eliminate all need for manholes, as well
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m.1rc:ly a million and a quarter pounds of
steam per hour to the d1scribucion
mains. The: site: covers an area of 12,440
square feet on Kneeland, Utica and
South Streets adjacent co the Boston &
Albany railroad cracks.
The: generating plane co supply steam
differs from a modern power-station
gener.1cing electric power, in char it is
nor economically practical co go co the
same lc:ngch co gain efficiency. In an
c:lc:ccric power station, 1c is desirable: to
design for chc: maximum efficiency consistent with lacesc engineering knowledge. The base load chat can be
expected from a plane serving a disrricr
hearing system is comparativelv small
and as the: business is seasonable the
load factor muse be low. In ocher words,
the station is designed co deliver maximum output only a few hours during

the year. Another important difference:
is 111 the amount of make-up water. In
a district heating plant, such as rhe
above, chc:"make-up" approaches 1()()1; ~.
quite different from the small amounr
required 111 ,1n electric genera ring plane .
The new station will ulcimacely contain six boilers, two of which will be: installed at chis rime:. Each boiler will be
capable of evaporating 250,000 pounds
of water per hour continuously when
operating ac a pressure of cwo hundred
pounds g.1uge . The furnace of each
boilc:r will be cwc:ncy feet wide with a
volume of 12,500 cu. feet. Ir will be:
wacer-coolc:d on chrc:c: sides. Some: idea
of the: size: of chc: boilers may be gained
from the fact char the: cencc:r line of the
rear scc:am drum will be forty-eight fc:c:c
six inches ahove che cenrc:r line: uf rhc:
lower water wall centers.

DEMAND GROWS DAILY
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For .ADSCO Multiple Diaphragm Variator
Entneers Welcome New Expansion Device as
Vafuable Aid to Efficient High Pressure Service

S

EVERAL months ago, ADSCO announceJ
the new Multiple Diaphragm Variacor.
It met a growing need for a packless expansion
Joint for high pressure, high temperature pipe
lines.
Engrneers recognized in its design the same timeproved principles which made ADSCO'S low
pressure variacor renowned for efficiency and long,
carefree service.
And they adopted it, without hesitation, for
use on underground steam mains, where the expansion device would be buried, out of sight, indefinitely.
With the exception of new metals in diaphragm
and ocher parts, the design of the new ADSCO
Variacor for high pressures (to 400 lbs .) and
high temperatures (co 750 degrees Fahrenheit) is
substantially the same as the ADSCO Low Pres0/lice, or A1enc1•• in Principal Cltie1

sure Variator, thousands of which have been installed during the past 30 years, with Jess than
1/10 of 1 % ever having required attention.
Each diaphragm of this new Variacor accommodates a full % 11 movement, and can be assembled in series to provide for any expansion requirement up co 4Y2 11 per unit. Per inch of traverse, they cost little:, if any, more than much less
satisfaccory equipment.
Every engineer who has specified the ADSCO
Multiple Diaphragm Variacor has done so with
the knowledge that it will live: up co the high
standard of performance established by every
ocher ADSCO Expansion device:. You can use it
on your lines with the same assurance of faultless,
cosc-frc:e service.
Write for complete technical d~scripcion and
prices on sizes for your lines.

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY

Over 50 Years in Business

At !,Jr: Fl,x,bl, 11011-corrosiv, alloy Jiu/ cormt,attd
d,aphrat,ms
prov,d, fru jlex,bility. All 11ra111
absorbed by body of joint. Circular 1upportin1, rmt,s
11nder co"11t,a/11m.s tv,nly d11trilmtt jltxtnt, of
diaphra1,ms.
Below: Inward and outward /,m,r stop,
1111urt ,ach d,aphrat,m takint, 1t1
proper 1bart of movement. Internal
.~u,d, c_1/111der prov1J,1 fm jlou• of jlu,J.

SU

ADSCO Mult1pl, D,aphrat,m
V ,mar.r in11allat,on on U •
250
lb 1t,am /,n, of th, Tol,do Ed111n
Co

ADSCO Multiple Diaphragm Variator
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Typica! St. Louis Buildings supplied with steam
by Union Electric Light and Power Cotnpany

St.

Lo1111 b111111tJJ

d11trhl fro .•n tht nlf.

Stay Union Electnc

Design and Operation
St. Louis District Heating System
T. S.

AYERS,

UNION ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY

R.IO~ to thirteen years ago a steam
d1scnbut1on svscem could not he
profitably operated in Sr. Louis.
Before chis time the business consisted
of isolated planes and a few block svscems. The first seep in developing rhe
present modern svscem was to install an
eighc-111ch high 'pressure line from the
Sr. Charles Street Plant to the Central
National Bank Building, a distance of
ab:Jut 1,000 feet. The next vear meters
were put in to measure 'the steam
used by each consumer. Formerly a
flat charge was made for the serv.ice.
With the advent of meters and accurate measurement of usage, there was
a demand for efficiency both in the
building heating methods and distribution. Steam lines began to reach out
and connect to block systems and isolated plants, every year fewer separate
plants were operated. Today we have
the Ashley Street Plane as the main
supply with the St. Charles Street
plant as a booster and the Railwav and
cupples Planes as emergency plants.

P

Christ Church Cathed,·a!

The St. Charles Street Plant is used
during winter months to absorb the
pressure drop, which would he coo
great west of 10th Street in verv cold
weather.
·
To make this distribution, there is .1
network of underground lines of extra
h~avy steel pipe from 6 to 20 inches in
diameter, and all in special conduit.
The conduit is of multi-cell vitrified
tile sides with concrete bottom and top .
Crushed stone is used at the sides of
the conduit and under bottom and drain
tile to take seepage water to sewer.
The bottom is a four-inch slab of
concrete on which the pipe rests on
roller supports an_d guides. After being
placed on the guide supports the pipes
are_ welde~ end to end until they form
a s111~le piece 150 feet to 175 feet long .
This_ Company "".as amo~g the pioneers 11:1 street ma111 weld111g having
used chis type of construction for thirteen years. For the past seven vears
the company has eliminated all fla~ges,
even welding the valves in the I ines .

Sev-Mor GaYage
Loew'.,, State Theatre

Mercantile-Commerce
Municipal h-.far~e:t

i
I

1
i
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_After the pipe lines are tested, either
with steam or _hydraulic pressure, thev
~re COVered With felted layer asbestos
111. two layers, each l Yz-inches thick
with the joint staggered both horizontally an~ ver,ically. Over this is placed
an outst~e cover of heavy asbestos,
asphalt impregnated, and all wired

tight co_ the. pipe with copper wire.
The enure pipe and conduit 1s then
thoroughly waterproofed.
. With the temperature we have on the
lines there is_ an expansion movement
o_f about ?V:2 rnches to each 100 feet of
l111e. This movement is taken care of
by a packed sliding joint. At each
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JOJCt there is a manhole: co give accc:s~
for inspection and sc:rv ice.
Through these lines are furnished
575,000 pounds at peak load per hour
and chis is distributed among the consumers from the largest with a use of
60,000 pounds per hour to those that
use 100 founds per hour.
Noc a I the steam is used for heating
buildings. Some is used for various
mechanical work and processes. This
latter class of work uses steam at pressures from 20 to 100 pounds and 1s
measured as flowing steam with a flow
meter.
To control chis varied demand, it
takes about 200 high and 600 low
pressure traps, 400 pressure regulators,
250 condensate: meters, which record
the steam as condensed water, and
75 flow meters, which record as a
flowing vapor and before the steam
condenses .
The lines are designed in size for the
ultimate: load with consideration for
the present demands, often a compromise: between the future and the
present, but one factor is generally the
deciding point - the allowable: pressure: drop.
The pressure: drof muse be kept as
low as possible: as a I connections from
the system are based upon there being a
minimum of 125 pounds at the entrance
valve so that all high pressure consumers can be properly served.
As the load on the system varies
there is a pressure variation from 125
co 210 pounds. To deliver this at the
various pressures needed we muse depend upon the regulators . To safeguard the consumers against excessive
pressures if the regulators fail, each
consumer muse protect his system with
a safety relief valve which opens at a
designated pressure and
vents co the atmosphere.
The quality of our
service co the consumers
depends upon being able
to give them at all times
the pressure chey desire .
Since chis system has
been in operation there
has been no interruption

IMPROVED EQUIPMENT FOR
HIGHER STEAM PRESSURES
H. C.

T

AKING advan.cage of the tremendous improvements in the power
plant practices of central stations,
many important industrial planes, seeking increased efficiency and increased
o utput, have adopted higher steam
pressure, heat reclaiming devices, automatic regulators, improved fuel burning
devices and ocher allied equipment .

Th, Missouri Pacific Bui/dint,, anolhtr n,w
buildint, 1ypical of 1hose btint, ht,md by Union
Eltc1ric Lit,hl and Powtr Com pony.

chat caused the consumer any trouble.
All meters and traps are taken out
every year and cleaned, tested and
adjusted. Pressure: regulators and high
pressure: traps are constantly watched
and tested for leakage and incorrect
operation.
One hundred eighty manholes in the
streets with expansion joints, valves
and craps in chem are inspected by a
special crew chat uses _a fan of 3,000
cubic feet per minute air capacity .
In the event of a leak , enough air can
be thrown into the manhole to displace the steam making it possible to
repair the leak in a few minutes.
This is the only large system in the
country which carries
200 pounds pressure on all
the underground lines,
and although perhaps it
is the most difficult one
to handle, by careful attention It has given
satisfaction to the consumer and proven to be
a success from every
point of view.

The use of high pressures for process
work, such as the manufacture of synthetic chemicals and in making paper
and paper products, may be righcly regarded as the outstanding forward step
in the industrial use of steam. The higher steam pressures have made possible
the employment of high pressure turbines, cxhaus.ting to "process" at
pressures formerly necessitating live
steam . At present, there are a number
of factories in United States operating
at 300 lb. or more steam pressure.
Coincident with this advancement
in the transmission and control of high
pressure steam has been the dcvelopmcn t and perfection of the Aosco line
of semi-guided, externally-guided and
Duplex-Sleeve Expansion Joines, as well
as the ADSCO Multiple Diaphragm
Variator.
The ADSCO DUPLEX-SLEEVE EXPANSION JOINT is designed and proportioned co meet exacting requirements of high pressure service and is
manufactured of close grained grey iron
for saturated steam up to 250 pound
pressure and of steel for super-heated
steam and higher pressures .
The Duplex-Sleeve of this joint is a
feature of prime importance in the re-

KIMBROUGH

duccion of packing coses and the elimination of excess maintenance:. The
design of Duplex Sleeve provides an
open area between the inner and outer
sleeve, properly proportioned to allow
circulation of air . This constant flow of
air by greatly lowering the temperature
of the outer sleeve, adds tremendously
to the life of the packing, saves on
renewals, and reduces shut downs for
packing rc:placc:mc:nc to a minimum.
Duplex Sleeve construction consists
of an inner sleeve of extra heavy steel
pipe and an outer larger sleeve of steel.
These two sleeves arc joined at one end
by welding which assures both a tight
joint and the maximum of strength .
The opposite end of the outer sleeve
is held rigid and concentric by steel
spacing blocks, welded into position .
The surface of the outer sleeve is machined and accurately ground, then
created with a process co prevent rust
and corrosion, and specially chromium
plated. The stuffing box is worthy of
attention. As every engineer knows,
coo much packing is as bad as too little,
since proper compression is of great
importance. The stuffing box and packing gland in the Duplex-Sleeve Joint
are scientifically designed to provide
for just the correct amount of racking
- ample, but without wastcfu excess,
so chat the compression is evenly
distributed.
Particular study has been given to the
Anchors and their position on the body
of the Expansion Joint to provide
Th, ADSCO Dupl,xSl«ve Guidtd Expon·
,ion Join,. Nolt 1ht oir
chamber bt1w«n sl«vts
to help rtduct pad.int,

"'''.

ADSCO ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT
.
Cooperates zn Installation of Hydrogen Lines at
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security of anchorage with a minimum
'of strain and to give easy access to the
anchor bolts. Anchors may be provided
to meet each particular condition,
'either in Power Pfant or in transmission
lines. Flanges are regularly faced and
drilled according to A.S.M.E. Standards
for 250 lb. pressures. The Cast Steel
'Body can be furnished with beveled
ends for welding, when so desired, or
1
with 400 lb . flanges .
The perfe~ting of thi~ El':pans!on
Device permits of great s1mphficat1on
in piping design and reduction in construction costs of high pressure, high
temperature steam piping power plants,
tunnels or area-ways. Actually the
space occupied by the Duplex-Sleeve
Expansion Joints is but I/10th the
area similarly required, where bends
or ells are used .
Another recent contribution to the
field of high pressure service is the
ADSCO Multiple Diaphragm Variat<;>r.
This, like ADSCO Low Pressure Vanators, is an expansion device utilizing
a flexible diaphragm to absorb movement in the pipe line. As no packing is
used and as the diaphragm is practically
indestructible under normal service,
the joint can be buried underground
with a care-free life expectancy of
twenty to thirty years. The Multiple
Diaphragm Variator is designed for
pressures up to 400 lb. and temperatures
to 750 degrees Fahrenheit. Its design,
except for changes in the metals used for
body and diaphragm, follows very
closely that of the ADSCO Low Pressure Variator, thousands of which
have been in service a quarter-century
or more without attention of any kind.
Every industry endeavors to expand and with such expansion comes
an increased demand for steam. It is
highly important co follow such a
tendency with accurate and dependable
knowledge of the AMOUNT OF
STEAM USED in any "process". It is
even more important that any contracts to supply steam to nearby plants

show an adequate rate of return, based
upon known cost of producing such
steam.

St. Hubert Airport

Elaborate control boards and the
must economical steam production,
with the last word in boiler plant
equipment means little, if the records
or the recording instruments are lacking or are of uncertain dependability .
The St. John Steam Flow Meter is
designed for measuring the quantity of
steam used in the operation of any
"process" and to record the amount of
steam required for engines, pumps,
heating systems, drying rooms or other
processes.
Any plant using high
pressure steam, will find it of immeasurable value in recording the amount
of steam used in each department. It is
simple in construction, has few parts
and operates almost indefinitely wi_thout maintenance. The. only movmg
part is the valve and spindle which
flows with and in the current of steam.
Prevailing rates, or the selling price,
for steam depend largely upon location
of the producing plant, since such items
as the cost of coal, delivery, labor and
overhead have considerable influence
upon the cost of production.

Grtat Britain's Mammoth mw dirit,ibl, "R-100 "', moored to th, 210 ft . mast at th, St . Hubert Airport.

ILICOL-HYDROGEN is one of the
most commonly used gases for
inflating dirigibles. It is hig.hly explosive. Pipe lines conveying It must
be 100% leak-proof. .
.
The St. Hubert airport, 14 miles
from Montreal, Quebec, contains the
most modern dirigible mooring mast
on the American continent. Silicolhydrogen is conveyed to chis mast from
the airport gas plant, Y2 mile away . .
Permanently leak-proof conscrucc1on
was imeerative in the installation of the
gas mams from t~e plant to mast top.
And, co doubly msure thllt the _ performance of the line would attain as
near as possible to perfection, ADSCO
Engineers' Service Department was

S

-';

called in on all phases of design and
installation as. the work progressed.
The result was an installation which
earned the sincere commendation of
both the Dominion Government apd
the Airport officials.
For years Adsco Engineers' Service
Department has been renderi~g si~i!ar
service for the leading Public Utility
Corporations, Dis~rict 1-!-eating enterprises and great mdustnes of North
America.
This same· broad experience is available co you on all major pipe line work
involving the installation of new lines
or the extension of old systems.
Bring your pipe line problems to

ENGINEERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT
AfrnRICAN DISTRICT STEAM COMPANY
St. John Sceam Flotu Meter.

NORTH TONAW~.N:Y.

Branches or Agencies in Principal Cities

Specialists in Steam Distribution far aver 50 Years

Hair Line ACCURACY
W

you install an Aosco Mc:ter
you know that it will stay accurate, because careful resting has
proved ics reliability before JC was shipped co you.
Tc:n diffc:renc rimes, 500 pounds of
water is run through the: meter with
accuracy checked at c:very hundred
pounds. At each of these points the: recording on the merer dial must coincide
with the wc:ighc shown on the scale.
In these: cc:scs, first cold wacc:r then hoc
water is used, run through ac 25, 50, 75,
100 and 125% of mc:cer capacity speed.
Any c:rror beyond the most minute:
tolerance means chat the mc:cc:r is rejeccc:d and muse be recalibrated .
Thar's why you can depend on
Aosco Meters . Thar's why in hundreds
of user tests, chc:se meters have shown a
sustained accuracy within plus or
minus 1% of absolute.
Write: for complete specifications and
prices.
HEN

AMERrcAN o,sTmcr

s~ coMPANX

No,;;:;;;.~;;;;,;;:NX

Otier 50 Years in Business
must point to the same
numeral-otherwise th:
Meter is rejected . Th is 1s
your assurance of Aosco

ADSCO Rotary
Condensation Motor

\Vhen the hand on the
scale dial reaches 200 or
any other figure-the
hand: on the meter dial

"The Meters
that
Tell t11e Truih"

